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We prove the chromatic uniqueness of the following infinite families of bipartite graphs: 
Km,,,+k, l~rt3K,,,,,,,+k, with m~>2 and 0~<k<~max(5 ,~) .  We have also proved that 
Kin,re+k, K, U K~,,,,+k are chromatically unique for k = 0, 1 and m I> 3, where K~,,, denote the 
graph obtained from K,,,n by deleting one edge. As a particular case we prove a conjecture 
made by C.Y. Chao in 1978 that K,,,,,,~+ k is chromatically unique for 0~<k ~<2 and m I>2. 
1. Preliminary definitions and results 
The graphs which we consider here are finite, undirected, simple and loopless. 
Two graphs X and Y are said to be chromatically equivalent if they have the same 
chromatic polynomial, i.e., Px(Z)= Pr()-). A graph is said to be chromatically 
unique if Px().)= PY(Z) implies that Y is isomorphic to X. Several families of 
chromatically unique graphs are known (cf. [1], [4], [5]). Here, we shall be 
concerned with bipartite graphs; i.e., graphs whose vertex set can be partitioned 
into two subsets U and V such that every edge of the graph joins U with V. The 
reader is referred to [6] for further information. 
Bipartite graphs can be characterized by means of their chromatic polynomial 
as follows. 
Theorem 1. X is bipartite iff (;t - 2) -/- Px(;O. 
In fact, it is well known that a graph is bipartite itt all its cycles are even (cf. 
[6, Th. 2.4]), which turns out to be equivalent to the fact that X is bicolorable 
(cf. [6, Th. 12.1]). On the other hand, X is the bicolorable iff Px(2)~; i.e., iff 
(X - 2) ÷ P,,(Z). 
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Corollary 1. If X is chromatically equivalent o Y, and Y is bipartite, then X is 
bipartite. 
Therefore, the only candidates to be chromatically equivalent o a bipartite 
graph are other bipartite graphs. 
Now, given any graph X, the first four terms of its chromatic polynomial can be 
written as follows: 
Px(~)-",~P -q,~p-l d- [ (q ) -  NT(X)],~ p-2 
+ [ - (q )+(q-2)Nr (X)+ No(X) -2NK(X  )]~y-3 +. . . ,  
where p, q, NT(X), Na(X) and NK(X) denote respectively, the number of 
vertices, edges, triangles (cycles of order three), pure quadrilaterals (cycles of 
order four) and complete subgraphs with four vertices of X. (cf. Eisenberg [2], 
and Farrell [3]). Moreover, since NT(X) = NK(X) = 0 hold in the case of X being 
a bipartite graph, then two chromatically equivalent bipartite graphs must have 
the same number of vertices, edges and quadrilaterals. 
For the sake of future reference, we summarize Corollary 1 and the previous 
comments in the following result. 
Theorem 2. If X is chromatically equivalent to a bipartite graph Y, then X must be 
a bipartite graph having the same number of vertices, edges and pure quadrilaterals 
asY.  
The following notation will remain fixed throughout the paper. 
We shall denote the bipartite graph X as Xm,n whenever it is necessary to 
emphasize the fact that IuI--m and IVI =n;  here I'1 indicates cardinality. We 
shall assume, without any loss of generality, that m ~< n. Thus, given X,,,,n with 
U = {u l , . . . ,  urn} and V = {v l , . . . ,  v,}, the adjacency matrix of Xm, n is the 
m x n matrix [xij] defined by: xij = 1 if there is an edge joining ui and vj, and x# = 0 
otherwise. (The reader should be aware that this is not the customary definition of 
the adjacency matrix of a graph). Since the adjacency matrix determines the 
graph uniquely, we shall use the same notation both for the graph and for the 
matrix. The degrees of ui and v~ are denoted by di and e, respectively. 
Given a bipartite graph X we shall denote by X its complementary graph, and 
write :~j = 1 - xij. Degrees with respect o ,~" will be denoted by d and ~. 
2. Sufficient conditions for the chromatic uniqueness of complete bipartite 
graphs 
A complete bipartite graph K,,,,,, has m + n vertices and mn edges. Therefore 
according to Theorem 2, a prospective candidate to be chromatically equivalent 
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to Km,~ should be a bipartite graph X~.t satisfying s + t = m + n and st >t mn. By 
solving these two expressions for s or t, we obtain m ~< s <~ t <~ n. Moreover, we 
can parametrize s and t as s = m + k, t = n - k for 0 ~< k <~ ½(n - m). This yields 
the following result. 
Theorem 3. If X is chromatically equivalent to the complete bipartite graph Kin,,,, 
then X = Xm+k,n-k for some 0 <- k <~ ½(n - m). In this case, X is obtained from the 
complete bipartite Km+k,~-k by deleting (n - m)k  - k 2 edges. 
Corollary 2. K,,,.~ and K,,,.,,,+I are chromatically unique. 
Analogously, let K~,~+~ denote any of the graphs obtained from K,~,m+~ by 
deleting one edge. It can easily be seen, by means of a similar argument, that any 
of the isomorphic versions of K~,,~+~ are the only candidates to be chromatically 
equivalent to Kin, m+1. This proves the following result. 
Corollary 3. Km.m+l/s chromatically unique. 
Some bipartite graphs can be shown to be chromatically unique as follows. 
According to Theorems 2 and 3, to prove that Km,n is chromatically unique it 
suffices to show that No(Xm+k.,,_k ) ~ ('~)(~) for every bipartite graph X,,,+k,,,-k, 
with 0 <~ k ~< ½(n -m) .  To this end we shall calculate No(X,,,+k,n_k ) by means of 
the principle of inclusion-exclusion. 
To begin with, let X be a bipartite graph having vertex sets U= 
{ul, • • •, U,,,+k} and V = {v l , . . . ,  V,,-k}. Let K be the complete bipartite graph 
obtained from X by adding some arcs; it is clear that 
NQ(X) = No(K) - I(o • C4(K)/o n k =f 0}1. 
In order to calculate I{o • given the arcs ax , . . . ,  a, (1 ~<r~ < 
4) let us denote S(a l , . . .  , at) = I{o • C, (K) /a l , . . . ,  ar • o}1. Therefore, the 
principle of inclusion-exclusion yields 
I(o C,(K)/o n ,¢ =b 
= ~ S(a)-  ~ S(al, a2) + ~'~ S(a~, a2, a3)-  N¢~(.,~. 
aE,~ al,a2E.~ ai,a2,a3EX 
Now, S(a)= (m + k -  1) (n -  k -  1). Indeed, once we fix one side of the 
quadrilateral there are (m + k - 1)(n - k - 1) ways to choose, in K, the opposite 
side. Hence, Ea~ S(a) = (m + k - 1)(n - k - 1)~, where ~ denotes, as usual, the 
numbers of edges of A'. 
To evaluate ~al,a2G~S(al, a2), let us split this sum in two: E1 and )-',2, according 
to whether the edges al and a2 are adjacent or not. In the first case, since two 
adjacent edges determine three vertices of a quadrilateral, there are m + k - 1 or 
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n-  k -  1 ways to choose the fourth vertex, depending on which set the vertex 
Vm+k (2a,) = 1(/) q) pairs common to a~ and a2 belongs to. Moreover, there are ,.,~=, 
of adjacent edges at vertices of U, and F~ '-k (~)=½(/:S- q) pairs of adjacent 
-2 respectively. Hence, we edges at V, where /) and /~ stand for E d 2 and F~ e j,
obtain 
Z1 = ½(m + k - 1)(/) - ~) + ½(n - k - 1)(/~ - ~). 
On the other hand, there are E2=(E '~) -½( / ) -~) -½( /~-q)  pairs of non- 
adjacent edges, and each of those determines only one quadrilateral. Therefore, 
~, S(al, a2) = 12[q2 + (m + k - 2)/) + (n - k - 2)/~ - (m + n - 3)t~]. 
al,a2E,f( 
To evaluate S(a,, a2, a3), observe that this expression is non-null if and only if 
one of the three edges is adjacent o the other two. We shall agree to write the 
adjacent edge in the middle of the triple. Now, it is clear that given a2 e ,~ (the 
one to be placed in the middle) with a2 = (u~, vj), there are (d , -  1)(~j-  1) 
possible forms to choose al and a 3 adjacent to a2, and each of these triples 
determines only one quadrilateral, hence, 
m+k n-k  
S(a , ,  a2, a3)=-Z Z (d i -  1)(~j-  l)xij = F - / )  - E, + (1, 
al,a2,a3E.,~ i=1 1=1 
where F denotes E~,j ai~/~i/. 
In order to calculate NQ(X) let us observe that if i, i ', j, j '  denote the vertices 
of a quadrilateral of X (Fig. 1), then xcxi,jx#,xi,f = 1. This expression also takes 
i 1 
i 'X j '  
Fig. 1. 
the value one on the configurations as those shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, the sum 
H i=i' j= j '  
j '  i' 
(a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 2 
(~ = Ei, r.jz' xijx#'xr~x~7' counts four times each quadrilateral, each edge once and 
twice each configurations of the kind (b) and (c) shown in Fig. 2. Since there are 
q edges, ~,--lV"÷k(2a')=½(/~--q) configurations of the kind (b), and ~7 -ff (2)= 
3(/) - q) configurations of the kind (c), we obtain: 
No(X) = ½(G - b - /~  + q). (1) 
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Summarizing, given a bipartite graph Xm+k,n_k, 
NQ(X) = -~(m + k )(m + k - 1)(n - k )(n - k - 1) 
- l ( (2m + 2k-  1 ) (2n-  2k -  1 )0 -  (2m + 2k-  1) / )  
- (2n - 2k - 1)/~ + 4fi' - 0 - 20z). (2) 
Theorem 4. The complete bipartite graph K,.,, is chromatically unique if  for every 
bipartite graph Xm+k,n-k having mn edges, with 1 <~ k <~½(n - m), the following 
inequality holds: 
1(( 0 + 2mn - n - m)O - (2m + 2k - 1)/) - (2n - 2k - 1)/~ + 4F - (~) ~ 0. 
(3) 
The proof is a straightforward consequence of (2), Theorem 2 and 3, and the 
fact that 0 = (n - m)k - k 2. 
Corollary 4. The graphs K,~,m+2 and Km,m are chromatically unique for m > 1 and 
m > 2, respectively. 
Indeed, according to Theorems 3 and 4 the graphs included under the common 
denomination of K~+1,,,,+1 are the only (non-isomorphic to K,,,,m+2) candidates to 
be chromatically equivalent to K,,,, ,,, + 2. But the value taken by the left side of (3) 
for X= K~+1,,,,+1 is the same for any of those graphs, namely, 2m(m-  1). 
Therefore Km+l,ra+a results also chromatically unique for any m > 1. 
In what follows we shall analyze some deeper consequences of (3). 
Lemma 1. The following bounds for the terms of (3) hold: 
(1) 0~<0 ~<X(n-m)2; 
(2) 0 ~</) ~ 02; 
(3) 0 ~< t~ <~ 02; 
(5) 0 -~02 
Proof .  (1) 0 ~ 0 = (n  - m)k - k 2 ~< •(n - m)  2 fo r  0 ~ k ~< n - m.  
-2  (2) Since da +" "" + d,,+k = q, then 0 ~< d{ +""  + d,.,,+k =/) .  On the other 
-2  hand, the maximum value for a~ +- - -+ d,,,+k is attained whenever dio = 0 for 
some io, and aj = 0 otherwise. 
(3) follows analogously. 
(4) P = ~i,jioa~j>~ , , i q  = q. Now, by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, 
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(5) Finally, 
q~ G~ i,i',j,j'E xijxi'jxij'xi'j'~ i',j'  ai'(~i ~i]')~i']' ~(~i di')(~], el) ~ ~2. 
On the other hand, let us denote the left hand side of (3) by Z. After replacing 
the positive terms in Z by their lower bounds, and the negative ones by their 
upper bounds (according to Lemma 1), we obtain: 
~, >~14(n(m - l - 2q) + m(n - l - 2~) + 2k + l - (2k - 5)~t)(t. (4) 
Clearly, (3) will hold each time the right hand side of the preceding inequality is 
greater than zero. Now, let us set h=m- l -2~.  By replacing h in the 
appropriate places of (4), and from the fact that 1 ~< k <~½(n- m), we obtain 
Z>- ls (m- l -h ) (h (n+m)+½(n-m)(3+m+h)+5(m- l -h )+ l ) .  This ex- 
pression is obviously positive for those values of m, n and h such that 
m-  3 i> h i> 0, and n >/m. Furthermore, the case h =-1  yields a positive value 
each time that 2<~m ~<n. But, by definition of h, h ~-1  holds if and only if 
m t> 2~, which turns out to be equivalent o 2 ~< m ~< n ~< m + (2m) lc2, since 
t~ ~< 14(n -- m)  2. Hence, Z > 0 for those values of m and n such that 2 ~< m ~< n ~< 
m + (2m) x/2. 
Thus, we have proved the following result. 
Theorem 5. Kin,m+ k is chromatically unique for every k <~ (2m) 1/2, m i> 2. 
3. Analysis of some particular cases 
We have now proven the chromatic uniqueness of the graphs Kin,m, Kin,m+1 and 
Kin.m+2, the latter for m I> 2. According to Theorem 5, Kin, m+3 is chromatically 
unique for m I> 5, Kin.,,,+4 for m/> 8, Km.,n+5 for m t> 13, and so on. Are they 
chromatically unique also for small values of m? These methods do not provide 
us with a general answer to this question. Nevertheless, Theorem 4 furnishes a 
procedure to analyze these cases one by one. The following lemmas will improve 
the applicability of Theorem 4. 
Lemma 2. Let Y be the graph obtained from k by deleting the isolated vertices. 
Then the matrix of  ~" is at most of  order (t x ~1 and ~t~" = gl, ff)~" = D, Ey = E, 
Fy = F" and Gy = t~, where glY, if)Y, E~,, FY and Gy denote the equivalent expression 
for Y to q, D, E, F and G. In other words, f (  can be replaced in (3) by Y. 
The proof is straightforward. 
Lemmua 3. I f  f (  has one row or column of ones, then X cannot be chromatically 
equivalent to a complete bipartite graph. 
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Indeed, the hypothesis implies that X is disconnected, which in turn implies its 
chromatic polynomial has the factor ~2. This possibility is excluded for the 
chromatic polynomial of a complete bipartite graph. 
Now, let us begin with the study of the chromatic uniqueness of Kin.,,,+3 for 
2 <~ m ~< 4. Thus, we have to consider K2,5, K3,6 and K4, 7. Since the right hand 
side of (4) takes on positive values for m =4, n =7,  (1=2, (recall that 
1 ~< k ~< l(n - m), and (t = (n - m)k  - k2), then K4,7 is chromatically unique. On 
the other hand, according to Theorem 3, the (non-isomorphic) candidates to be 
chromatically equivalent o K2.5 are those bipartite graphs X3.4, obtained from 
g3, 4 by deleting 2 edges; i.e., (1 = 2. Therefore, according to Lemma 2, we have 
to find the value of 2" (the left hand side of (3)) for the non-isomorphic graphs (cf. 
Fig. 3), whose adjacency matrices are given by 
~(1) = [1, 1], 
It is easy now to verify that the values attained by 27 are 2, 
respectively; i.e., 27 ~ 0. 
It can be proved similarly that K3, 6 is chromatically unique. 
1 and 3, 
Fig. 3 
Corollary 4. Kin, m+3 is chromatically unique for  m >12. 
To tackle the chromatic uniqueness of Kin.m+4, rn >I 2, we have to analyze each 
of the following cases individually: K2,6 ,  K3 ,7 ,  . . . , K8,12. Direct application of (4) 
yields the chromatic uniqueness of g7,n and Ks, a2. Indeed, its right hand side 
takes on positive values. Now, since for each of the remaining cases (1 = 4k - k 2 
(1 <~k ~<2), we shall consider two different cases, according to whether (1 = 3 
(k = 1) or (1 = 4 (k = 2). 
Case (1 = 3. From Lemma 2, it is sufficient o assume that .~'has an adjacency matrix 
of, at most, the order 3 × 3. Thus, the only candidates to be chromatically equivalent 
to K2,6, • • . ,  K6.1o, for k = 1, are the complements of the graphs exhibited in Fig. 4. 
°° -4 > 
~,( 1 ) ~(2) ~3) 
Fig. 4 
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Their associated matrices are: 
[i °°] )~,~1) = 1 O '  ~.(2) = 1 :~3)= 0 0 1 
and.6 .= 
The values attained by 27 for each pair (rn, n) ~ {2, 6), . . . ,  (6, 10)} and each 
graph ~i )  (1 ~< i <~ 6) are shown in Table 1. 
Table 1 
(m, n) (2, 6) (3, 7) (4, 8) (5, 9) (6, 10) 
:?<,) 
.,~o) 6 15 27 42 60 
.¢~2) 5 13 24 38 55 
.,(-(3) 3 11 22 36 53 
.,~4) 3 10 20 33 49 
.~5) 3 9 18 30 45 
,~6) -3 3 12 24 39 
Remark. Table (1) suggests the fact that 27 increases along with m and n once we 
have fixed ,~ (and in consequence: k, D, E, F and G). Indeed, the amount of 
increase A27 attained by 27 when (m, n) is replaced in the left hand side of (3) by 
(m + hi,  n + hE) for hi ,  h E i> 0, is given by: 
A27= ~[2mh2 + 2nhl + hlh2 - (ha + hE)]q - ½hx/) - ½h2/~ 
1> ~[2(mh2 + nh~) + hlh2 - (hi + hE)(1 + 2t~)]tT. (6) 
The latter expression was obtained from the former one by replacing the negative 
terms with their upper bounds, (2) and (3), as given in Lemma 1. In the cases 
under study hx = hE = h, thus A27 I-- ¼12(m + n)h + h 2 - 2h(1 + 2~)]~. 
According to the preceding analysis, it would not have been necessary to 
calculate the entries of Table 1 corresponding to m I--3 and i ~< 5. For the case 
m = 2, n -  6 and ,(" = )~6), since A27>t2.25, it would have been necessary to 
calculate at least the entry corresponding to m = 3, n = 7 and X = ~<6). 
Case t~ = 4. In this case we have to calculate the value of 27 for 14 non-isomorphic 
graphs, obtaining 7 different values of 27, namely those shown in Table 2. 
Table 2 
(m, n) 
(2, 6) -3  3 4 5 6 7 9 
(3, 7) 3 
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Corollary 6. Km,,,,+4 is chromatically unique for m >1 2. 
Finally, Tables 3 and 4 of values of ,~ show the chromatic uniqueness of the 
graphs Kin,m+5 for m 1> 2. 
Table 3. Case ~ = 4 (k = 1) 
(m, n) ,~ 
(2, 7) - 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
(3, 8) 9 
The value ,~ = -1  was attained for the isomorphic versions of the graph ~'fl) 
shown in Fig. 5(a). 
Table 4. Case t~ = 6 (k -- 2) 
(m, n) ~: 
(2,7) -1 0 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
(3, 8) 36 
The value 2 =-1  was taken on the isomorphic versions of the graphs ,(<2) 
shown in Fig. 5(b); here we have for the first time 2~ = 0, this value was obtained 
for those isomorphic versions of the graph ,~3) shown in Fig. 5(c). By Lemma 3, 
X ~3) is not chromatically equivalent to K2, 7. 
(a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 5 
We can summarize the previous results as follows: 
Corollary 7. Km,m+i s chromatically unique for i = O, 1 , . . . ,  5 and m >1 2. 
On the other hand, since Kin,n, K~,m and K~,,r~+l are connected and without 
cutpoints, their chromatic polynomials are not divisible by (~,- 1) 2 (cf. (8)). 
Therefore, according to [5, Theorem 4.1], we obtain the following results. 
Corollary 8. The graphs Kr O Kin, re+i, for 0 <~ i <~ 5, m ~> 2 (all r), and K,r O 
K~,,n+k, with k = 0, 1, m >i 3 (all r), are chromatically unique. 
Finally, the authors have strong computational evidences and some partial 
results to support the following statement. 
Conjecture. Km, n is chromatically unique for n >>- m > 1. 
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